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My inspiration is key to the work I focus on, extremely driven and well formed in the art of 
cinematography. Having spent three years completing a degree in BA Media Production I have 
perfected my work on cinematography, becoming a Director Of Photography throughout the three 
years on many projects Continually progressing, absorbing every skill possible to compose 
paramount projects.  I am an inventive and thought provoking cinematographer aiming for excellence 
and progression in my work. My career to date I have embarked on some very successful projects 
abroad; a documentary in Norway, Tenerife and a feature film in California. These projects all a 
fantastic challenge, have enhanced my skills base and have made an outstanding contribution 
towards my show reel and future career with an outstanding experience. 

I find myself adoring every second of this exciting career; my passion is behind the camera, directing 
photography and the postproduction stages where the shape of the project begins to form and the 
nature of the project can be appreciated. My latest project a feature film, taking the role of Director 
Of photography has been key to my skill set and accomplishments contributing to my skill set, 
technical expertise and specialist industry knowledge. 

	  



Education continued  

GCSE Student                      

Drama 
Physical Education  
Resistant Materials 
English  
English Literature 
Science 
Maths 
ICT  
Music  

 

Previous Work   

2012- Latitude The Movie- Director Of Photography  

Latitude the movie is the most recent project I have worked on, an inspiration and fantastic 
project that is a feature film, taking the team and I 15 days to shoot! Its current status is in the 
postproduction stages ready for distribution this September. Taking the role as the director of 
photography it has enabled myself to capture and compose some of the best cinematic shots 
in my career to date. Working with a tight team of 5 on location it has provided me with a 
number of skills as a multi tasking DOP. Also a camera operator and in scene director with the 
ability to work with all crew, successfully communicating with the actors within specific scenes. 
Working my way towards breaking the boundaries of cinematography, composing shots that 
really decipher this film from others. 

2012-BBC Flog it- Researcher / Camera Assistant/ Runner 

During my time working with the BBC I have been able to work on the show Flog it, I have 
played a part in many different roles throughout my time spent on flog it. From a steward, 
researcher and camera assistant. The researching role I took in the London Zoo show was to 
enable the director to pick up on the best stories available during the shows filmed, this was an 
extremely interesting and independent role, talking to members of the public and backdating 
their items with themselves and the expert teams. I have also participated with the camera 
team becoming a camera assistant on the camera and camera crane, assisting movement, 
direction and location suggestions around the local area. This was a very interesting and hand 
on experience when working with the Flog it Camera crew in London Zoo and the Coventry 
Transport museum. 

2012- Freelance- Kerrang l ive in the studios- The Suburbians 

I was approached by a band called The Suburbians to film and edit their live lounge set that 
was to be played at Kerrang studios, this would took place in Birmingham on Monday the 6th 
February. This was also to be played at a latter date Live on Air at Kerrang radio. This was a 
one-day shoot directed and shot by myself with a small team of three. I used three of my 
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production team to operate the cameras as the band played live, as a one day shoot we set 
up, lit the room shoot the video and packed away within an efficient time of 2 hours. This 
project had a week for myself to edit the final product for the dead line in order to get the video 
on the Bands website. This was a freelance and an unpaid project that we all worked on in 
order to push our camera and technical skills to a new level and it was extremely successful 
lining my crew and myself with more live video work in the near feature! My key roles in this 
project were the production values, lighting, directing, camera operation and the postproduction 
edit. I like to get extremely involved with the whole process ensuring that the final product was 
at such a high standard. 

2011- Videographer for JRC 

My role at Jameson Ranch Camp was based around the lifestyle on camp; the regular and 
extreme activities the children took part in. I was the camp videographer; it was my role in 
capturing the moments that the parents really wanted to see, enabling the children and the 
family to share their time when they get home. It was 10 weeks broken down into filming and 
creating videos every fortnight for the whole camp to reflect back on their stay. My role was 
capturing all the activities the children where taking part in at camp, using my own DSLR and 
Go Pro in order to keep up with all the kids, sports and activities ranging from Mountain 
board/Bike, Canoeing, Rope Swing, Horse Riding, cardboard box sliding, rock climbing, Pool/ 
lake activities and many more! This experience as a videographer lead me to filming a 
documentary on Camp Life and the experience and knowledge it provides for the children that 
attend it. Directing, shooting and editing process was all down to me as an individual. Allowing 
myself as an individual to understand and observe something so different to what England 
participates in, this project has also giving myself the skills to work at a fast and sustainable 
rate with knowledge in all aspect of the field from pre to post production stages.  

2011- AWF- Promotional Videos  

During my time Volunteering for the Atlantic whale foundation I worked on many different 

projects, ranging from working on the tour boats and public, inspiring and providing information 

on the AWF and marine life to directing promotional videos. My main role with the organization 

was to produce promotion videos for the AWF based on the island of Tenerife, traveling and 

capturing the island beauty in many locations and situations from sun sets to sun rises to the 

coasts and traditional Spanish towns. This placement also allowed my team and myself to 

finding myself at the top of the volcano ‘Tiede’ for more than 24 hours in total, capturing 

stunning time lapses as the world passed us by. This meant a great deal of my time was spent 

planning, directing, traveling, editing and climbing/hiking across the incredible landscape 

ensuring such high quality footage. As an individual it was my job to identify locations, directing 

time lapses and moving images of the Spanish island.  

Once the footage was logged and captured it was down to me to take the footage into the 
postproduction stages, finalising the footage in order for distribution on their online website. I 
worked for free in order to travel and capture such beauty for real cause creating fantastic 



videos for the charity, enabling my team and myself to work on the two projects promoting such 
an admirable organisation.  

2010- Documentary: Asne 

This production was a documentary and expedition following a female hunter, Asne. A team of 
two and myself took it upon ourselves to travel to Norway and complete a full documentary in 
extreme conditions, We travelled with her throughout woods and the beautiful landscapes of 
Norway finding a compelling and intriguing story. A documentary set deep in the mountains of 
Norway, following a hunter, a woman who works during the week and hunts at the weekend, 
providing for her family. She hunts alone, in groups and as an individual. It is quite different for a 
woman to hunt in Norway but she has done so from a very early age, growing up with a 
providing and eco friendly family. She is one of the best armature hunters, portrayed through 
newspapers and magazines in the surrounding areas of Bergen. This documentary allows 
audiences to follow her through a week in her lifeMy main roles throughout this project was the 
camera operator and interviewer, I spent a great deal of time with our chosen character, with a 
proactive choice to have the camera constantly running, following up her story and getting to 
know her personally. This allowed my in depth questions as I liked, getting to know about her 
around the sport she takes part in, her work and home life and how it differs. 

 

 


